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INTRODUCTION

The rate of flow of moisture through unsaturated soils is a problem that has attracted a great deal of interest among soil investigators. It is of direct importance in farm operations for many reasons and is of great technical interest because of its indirect bearing on other problems.

Perhaps the question that has been most generally considered is the loss by direct evaporation from the surface of the soil and the effect of cultivation in preventing that loss. This problem has been attacked by both field and laboratory methods and somewhat contradictory results have been obtained.

A second important problem is that of supply of soil moisture to plant roots. The relative importance of the movement of moisture through the soil to the absorbing roots and the movement of roots through the soil to the moisture supply has been debated at considerable length in technical literature.

It is generally recognized that water is held in the soil above the upper surface of the zone of saturation (the water table) by capillary force. The soil zone so moistened is known as the capillary fringe. Some of the earlier investigators considered the movement of moisture
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from the zone of saturation into or through the capillary fringe to the root zone to be of very great importance and thought that it might take place through distances of many feet. More recently its importance has been denied and some workers have held that the roots must always go to moisture rather than that moisture may move to the roots. Conclusive evidence as to the real importance of the movement of capillary moisture has not been available.

In irrigation practice capillary movement is important in at least three ways. In furrow and corrugation irrigation the lateral movement of moisture through the space between the furrows is essential to the moistening of the root zone. In many cases the rate of this movement is the governing factor determining the length of time during which water must be applied. The downward movement of moisture under the combined influences of gravity and capillary forces is also of primary importance. The possibility of producing maximum crops under irrigation without permitting the loss of water by deep percolation is bound up with this question of the rate of flow of capillary moisture. The third phase of importance in irrigation farming is the upward movement of moisture carrying dissolved salts. This movement accounts for the accumulation of alkali at the surface of irrigated lands.

If, as seems entirely possible, the rate of movement of moisture through the soil to the roots is at times the limiting factor in plant growth, it is probable that a knowledge of the ability of soils to transmit water will furnish another criterion of the agricultural value of different soils.

The foregoing may be considered the more immediately practical phases of the problem. There are, in addition, some fundamental questions that need further study. These are particularly concerned with studies of the capillary potential and the capillary conductivity of different soils.

In the range between the field capacity and the wilting point, methods heretofore used have not yielded satisfactory data as to the value of the capillary potential. The vapor-pressure method is useful with moisture contents below the wilting point. Above that point moderate increases in moisture content result in extremely small decreases in vapor pressure. This fact raises considerable doubt regarding the shape and position of the moisture-content versus capillary-potential curves as they may be determined by the vapor-pressure method in the moister soils. The porous cup method is useful with very moist soils, but it has been found incapable of obtaining values with soils much drier than the field capacity. It is obvious that the intermediate zone (between the wilting point and the field capacity) is of primary importance in studies of plant-soil-water relations.

The capillary potential is an expression for the force with which moisture is held at a given time and at a particular point in the soil by capillary action. As used in this bulletin it may be defined as the work performed by the capillary force in moving a unit mass of water from a free water surface to the point in question. Since no values are given it is not necessary to fix the units or determine whether the potential is positive or negative. The capillary-potential gradient is the rate of change from point to point of the capillary potential.

The capillary conductivity of the soil is a measure of its ability to transmit water when in an unsaturated condition. The capillary-
conductivity factor as used in this bulletin may be defined as the ratio of the rate of flow of moisture in an unsaturated soil to the capillary-potential gradient. Here again no values are given and the units need not be specified.

Certain theoretical studies of the ability of soil to transmit moisture in capillary form have been made and a few values for the conductivity factor have been secured.

Heretofore, most studies of capillary movement have been based on the movement of moisture from a free water supply or a moist soil into air-dry soil. Obviously plants do not grow in air-dry soil, and the movement of moisture into such soil is of comparatively little importance in actual farm operations. A smaller number of studies have been made of the movement into soil containing some moisture, but seldom have soils moist enough to support rapidly growing crops been used. Moreover, most of the experiments concerned the maximum distance through which moisture would advance into the dry soil and the rate at which that advance would take place. In most instances no attempt has been made to evaluate the actual quantity of water flowing through soil of any particular moisture content.

The ability of a soil to transmit water to the absorbing roots may be compared to the ability of an aquifer to yield water to a well. In either case the total quantity of water held may be very great, as may be also the available capacity in the one case and the specific yield in the other, but unless the ability of the soil or the aquifer to transmit water to the point of use is reasonably high, neither the plant roots nor the well will be satisfactorily supplied.

In this investigation, the actual rate of flow of moisture, under the influence of capillary forces acting in soil columns of different and varying moisture contents (chiefly between the wilting point and the field capacity), has been measured. This range is obviously of paramount importance in agriculture but has been generally neglected in other studies. Measurements have been made on several soil types and on soils taken from different depths. The effect of gravitation on capillary flow has been measured and will be used in determining the capillary potential and transmission factor.

OTHER STUDIES

The importance of a knowledge of the rate of the capillary flow was recognized early in the modern period of soil research in the United States. Briggs and Lapham (9) say:

Further, in order to distinguish in the field between the effect of extensive root systems and capillary action, it is necessary to know the maximum limit of capillary action in a given moist soil together with the rate at which water can be supplied under given conditions.

They carried on some experiments with a fine sand in which 1.09 cc of water per square centimeter per day was lifted 85 cm from a free water surface and evaporated at the surface. The sand transmitted 0.15 cc per square centimeter per day through a column 165 cm high, but did not move any water through a height of 180 cm.

Livingston and Koketsu (32) were also impressed with the importance of the water-supplying power of the soil. They devised the soil-point method of measuring this value. The fact that they defined the length of time during which the soil point should be kept in contact...
with the moist soil indicates that they recognized the dynamic character of the problem.

Recently, Magness (37) has reiterated the importance of this problem. He says:

We need much more evidence on the rate of capillary movement of moisture in soils of different textures. It seems probable that the rate at which water is supplied to roots by the soil depends in considerable part upon the rate of this capillary movement. Thus, a heavy soil will apparently supply water more slowly but for a longer period, while a light soil may supply water much more rapidly with the available supply being rather quickly used up by the trees.

The distance through which water may be expected to move by capillary action has been the subject of study by many investigators. King (29, 30) devoted several pages to the subject (30). He reported an extreme case where quartz sand raised 44.09 surface inches of water through a distance of 6.75 inches in 24 hours. There was some loss from a depth of 10 feet, and rates of rise from free water of 1 or 2 pounds of water per square foot per day through 1 to 4 feet of a fine sand and a clay loam. From shallow depths the rise was at a greater rate through the sand but almost the same through both soils from a depth of 4 feet. No data were reported as to the moisture content of the soil. King concluded that capillary rise through a few feet is of importance but not sufficient to meet the needs of crops.

McGee (34) concluded that the ground water at an average depth of about 30 feet in the plains section of Kansas supplies 5 to 10 inches annually of water to crops. He believed that this water rises to the root zone by capillary action. In another publication (33) he concluded that "...moisture will move under capillarity with sufficient freedom to affect the growth of crops from a depth of 3 to 4 feet."

More recently, thought along this line has gone to the other extreme and many investigators have concluded that capillary movement is of little importance in crop growth. Shull (45, 46) holds the view that wilting of plants at a rather definite moisture content was due to the slowness of movement of moisture from soil particle to soil particle and again (46) points out that "the whole relation of the root and soil to the soil water is a dynamic one." On the other hand, he describes a case where a buckwheat root had grown through the soil and had apparently removed all the available moisture from a cylinder of the same diameter as the root with its root hairs, the inference being that the root moved to the moisture rather than the moisture to the root.

McLaughlin (35), Shaw (43), and Conrad and Veihmeyer (11) all conclude that the movement of moisture by capillarity is of little if any importance in supplying plant roots. The last say: "It appears very probable that capillarity cannot be counted on to move moisture appreciable distances from moist soil into soil that has been dried by root extraction."

The importance of the movement of capillary moisture through short distances within the root zone is not definitely established. Some investigators believe that the rate of movement is so small as to be of no practical importance, while others hold that observed plant responses to differences in soil moisture may be explained only on the ground of capillary movement of soil moisture.

Veihmeyer (52, 53), Hendrickson and Veihmeyer (24, 25), Veihmeyer and Hendrickson (54, 55, 56), Beckett, Blaney, and Taylor (6), and Taylor, Blaney, and McLaughlin (47) are of the opinion that
plants do not suffer for moisture until the soil in some portion of the root zone is reduced to about the wilting point. They believe that when the moisture content in the soil adjoining the roots is reduced to the permanent wilting percentage and soil with a higher moisture content is available, the roots will grow into the moister soil.

On the other hand, Aldrich and Work (1, 2), Aldrich, Work, and Lewis (3), Lewis, Work, and Aldrich (31), and Work and Lewis (57) are of the opinion that the moisture must move through the soil to the roots and that it is this condition which causes plants to slow up in their growth when the average moisture content in all parts of the root zone is well above the wilting point. This condition has been noted by Furr and Degman (14), Furr and Magness (15), and Bartholomew (5). Shantz (42, p. 711) says: "Plants, as a rule, require more water during drought periods than during periods of abundant supply, and may be greatly damaged by extreme conditions even if the soil is still well supplied with water."

As pointed out by Vasquez (51), Magness (37), Aldrich and Work (1), and Work and Lewis (57), the explanation of the suffering of plants often noticed when available moisture is still shown by ordinary soil sampling lies in the slow movement of capillary water through the soil.

Shantz (42) pointed out the fact that there is little definite information as to the movement of soil moisture in the field under conditions where the subsoil is permanently moist. This is an important observation and may serve to point the way to a reconciliation of some of the contradictory opinions on the importance of capillary movement of water.

Harris and Turpin (23) carried on many experiments showing the extent of movement of moisture from a moist soil into a dry soil. Many others have carried on experiments with the rate and extent of movement of moisture from free water into a dry soil.

Alway and McDole (4) and Karraker (28) studied the flow of moisture from a moist soil into drier soils of different moisture contents. The former used soils with moisture contents between 0.5 and 1.5 times the hygroscopic coefficient. The moister soils were thus approximately at the wilting point. The latter used soils slightly more moist but little, if any, above the wilting point. Except under rather extreme conditions such as occur in dry farming, irrigation with very limited water supplies, or during serious droughts, field soils below the surface few inches are seldom dried to the wilting point and almost never below that point. These experiments do not cover the zone of moisture contents which is most usually met with in the field and which is of most importance.

Shaw and Smith (44) carried on an experiment with soils which had been saturated and allowed to drain. Tubes 4, 6, 8, and 10 feet long were used and moisture was allowed to rise from a free water surface and to evaporate at the top of the tubes. With Yolo loam, evaporation was 3.60, 1.92, 1.00, and 0.16 surface inches monthly from 4-, 6-, 8-, and 10-foot tubes respectively in 321 to 324 days. From Yolo sandy loam 1.84, 0.62, —1.3 and —0.8 surface inches respectively were lost monthly in 87 to 96 days from tubes of the lengths mentioned. The minus values are due to the fact that the experiment was started before all of the excess water had drained out of the tubes. At the end of the experiment the moisture content of the soil at different
distances from the ends was determined. The resulting curves are not dissimilar to those secured in the experiments reported herein. These results and those which Briggs and Lapham (9) and King (29, 30) quoted are in accord with field experience and numerous experiments in showing that considerable quantities of water may be raised by capillarity through moist soils from a free water surface.

The question of the quantity of water that moves through the soil in the vapor phase is also raised by some investigators. Scofield and Wright (41) in reporting field studies of moisture conditions draw the conclusion that moisture was lost from certain of their field plots by evaporation well down in the soil and diffusion of the vapor through the soil and into the atmosphere at the surface. They go on to say that evidence, both in the field and in the laboratory, indicates that movement “takes place quite as much by alternate vaporization and condensation as by the capillary movement of liquid water.” Other workers had been led to the conclusion that movement of water in vapor form is of considerable importance.

Buckingham (10) studied this question and came to the conclusion that loss of moisture by vaporization below the surface and diffusion through moist soil is very small. He found rates of loss of 1.4 surface inches per year into still air and 4.3 surface inches per year into a 3-mile-per-hour breeze through 2 inches of coarse dry sand. Through 1 inch of loam he found a loss of 2.71 surface inches per year and through fine sandy loam 2.52 inches per year. Through 12 inches of sandy loam the loss was less than 0.2 surface inch per year. All of these tests were from a saturated atmosphere below the column of soil and into a current of air from a fan. The soils all appear to have held less moisture than the wilting point at the time these rates were determined.

Bouyoucos (8) gives data showing that the movement of water vapor from a warm moist soil into a cold dry soil is very small even with temperature differences of 20° and 40° C.

A number of investigators have applied the general laws of hydrodynamics to the soil-moisture problem. Buckingham (10) defined the capillary potential and carried on experiments to determine the relation between the capillary potential and the moisture content of the soil. He set up tubes filled with different soils which he allowed to stand for periods ranging from 2 to 10½ months with the tops protected from evaporation and the bottoms in free water. On the assumption that static equilibrium had been reached, he then determined the moisture content at different heights above the water table, and thus arrived at the relation between the two quantities. His experimental data indicated a wide variation in different soils.

Gardner and others of the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station also have studied this problem from the point of view of the physicist. In this work they have (16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 26, 38, 48, 49, 50) always stressed the dynamic nature of the problem. In the early work Gardner (18) defined a transmission constant as a single-valued function for each soil. This transmission constant has the physical dimensions of \( \frac{M \cdot L}{T} \). Later Gardner (19), Gardner and Widtsoe (21), Gardner, Israelsen, Edlefsen, and Clyde (20), Israelsen (26, 27), and Richards (38) have stressed the use of the capillary potential in problems of capillary movement. A great deal of study has been given to
the relation between the moisture content of the soil and the capillary potential.

E. A. Fisher (12) R. A. Fisher (13) and Haines (22) have made applications of mathematical and physical methods to capillary flow problems.

Thomas (48, 49) found that the vapor pressure lowering at the wilting point with three different soils ranged from 0.2 to 0.46 mm of mercury. He found that the vapor pressure was approximately proportional to the reciprocal of the moisture content and states that the vapor pressure lowering was about 0.02 mm at the moisture equivalent, but that it cannot be accurately determined.

Israelsen (26) concluded from a theoretical study that the moisture content in a deep uniform soil at equilibrium between capillarity and gravity would decrease from the water table upward. He gave the following equation for the relation between the moisture content and capillary potential:

\[
(p' - a) (\psi + b) = C
\]

where \( p' \) equals the moisture content, \( \psi \) equals the capillary potential, and \( a, b, \) and \( C \) are constants.

Richards (38) described the porous-plate method of measuring the capillary potential and gave curves showing the relation between the moisture content and the capillary potential. He pointed out that this method cannot be used for capillary potentials in excess of about one atmosphere. He (39, 40) carried the work further and determined the relation of both the capillary potential and the capillary conductivity to the moisture content. He also developed formulas for the application of these factors to specific problems of capillary flow. His measurements of the capillary potential were made by the porous-plate method and, therefore, are limited to values of less than one atmosphere.

Bodman and Edlefsen (7) discussed the soil-moisture system and pointed out that measurements of the capillary potential above the wilting point and below about the field capacity have not been very successful.

Harris and Turpin (23) and McLaughlin (35, 36) found that water moved downward from a moist soil into a dry soil, and from a supply of free water into a dry soil, more rapidly than it moved upward under the same conditions, but did not attempt to interpret their data in terms of the gravitational potential.

The studies heretofore made of capillary movement of soil moisture may be somewhat arbitrarily divided into two groups. In the first group the approach has been through laboratory and field studies of soil-moisture movement, with the principal emphasis on the physical results obtained. These results have been used to explain other field observations. In the second group the experiments have aimed to apply the fundamental laws of physics to soil-moisture movement. The studies reviewed have not furnished satisfactory data on the movement of soil moisture in the range between the wilting point and the field capacity. They have, however, shown the need for such data and an evolution of ideas leading toward a clearer conception of the relations between soil and water. The experiments herein described were undertaken for the purpose of adding to the accumulation of data obtained by other investigators.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In the main the attempt has been to use soils with their natural field structure. In a few instances soils have been used that have been broken up, sifted, and mixed in the laboratory. It is hoped that a conductivity factor and the relation between the moisture content and the capillary potential may be found for different soils. For the second part of the study different rates of flow vertically, both up and down, and different lengths of soil columns have been used with samples of a single soil type taken at the same depth and as near together as possible in the field, or samples uniformly prepared in the laboratory.

For the first objective a few replications only were used, often with only one rate of flow and in one direction only. The number of replications used in the second type of study ranged from 5 to 20. In most instances it was found that four or five replications gave reasonably consistent results.

This bulletin presents the data obtained up to the present on the first phase of the problem. Much of the data herein reported will be analyzed in a study of the more fundamental aspects of the problem.

The experience of other investigators has shown that long periods of time are necessary if approximately static equilibrium is to be secured with long soil columns. For this reason short columns 2, 4, and 6 inches in length were used. The differences in field soil make it necessary to replicate the tests, and it was desired to make tests on a large number of soil types. Moreover, part of the incentive for undertaking this experiment was the peculiar fluctuations in soil moisture found in the soil at depths of several feet in certain orchards in western Oregon. The cost of securing large numbers of undisturbed field samples of large diameter at depths of several feet was prohibitive. Moreover, the equipment available precluded the possibility of using much space for samples. For these reasons soil columns of small diameter were used.

It appears possible to secure a state of steady flow much more quickly than to secure static equilibrium in soil columns of moderate length and moisture content. These experiments were conducted on the basis of steady rates of flow.

By working with different rates of flow both upward and downward the gravitational potential can be used to evaluate the capillary potential. Where flow takes place in an upward direction the two potential gradients are in opposition, whereas with downward flow they work together. This fact gives a basis for using the known gravitational potential in determining the value of the unknown capillary potential.

From the data it is possible to plot curves between the rate of flow of moisture and the moisture-content gradient (i.e., the rate of change with distance of the moisture content) at different moisture contents. By extrapolating these curves to zero flow, conditions at static equilibrium can be estimated. Theoretically the curves for upward flow and for downward flow should coincide at zero flow.

The experiment consisted essentially in setting up a series of soil columns exposed at one end to a current of air at constant temperature and humidity and adding water at different predetermined rates at the other end of the columns. In the earliest trial it was felt necessary to add the water in small quantities at very short intervals. It was
soon discovered, however, that water could be added at intervals of 12 hours without creating too great irregularity in the results. The columns were left in the evaporation chamber until the rate of loss by evaporation from the exposed ends became approximately constant and equal to the rate of addition. This rate of loss, ordinarily averaged over the final 24-hour period, has been used as representing the rate of flow through the tubes.

In the earlier trials water was added from the burette directly on the surface of the soil at the closed end of the soil column. It was found however, that this tended to puddle the soil, and thereafter small pieces of cotton felt were placed between the soil and the stopper. These served to hold the moisture in contact with the soil column and also to protect the soil from the puddling action of the dropping water. In the early trials, as noted above, 2-, 4-, and 6-inch soil columns were used. However, even with the heavier soils, the 2-inch columns were of little use, and the later trials were made with 4-, and 6-inch samples only.

In certain cases where the rate of addition of water was great enough to cause a portion of the soil in the tubes to become saturated, the replacement of the rubber stoppers after adding water developed pressure in the tubes. This pressure forced water through the soil column in some instances. During the latter part of the experiment small holes were bored in the side of the tube opposite the felt pads and closed by rubber bands so arranged as to prevent the building up of pressure in the tubes.

After approximate dynamic equilibrium had been attained, the soil was removed from the tubes in small transverse sections and the moisture content determined. Approximately half of the tubes were placed so that the movement of moisture was vertically upward and in the remainder downward. In most instances duplicate sets were used for upward and downward flow. In some cases where data were required for some particular soil depth or soil type a single set of tubes with flow either upward or downward was used.

**SAMPLING APPARATUS**

The use of the King soil tube is practically standard in soil-moisture work by the Division of Irrigation, and this method of sampling has been used in the present experiment. A special point for the King tube was prepared by adding stellite to the cutting edge of a standard point and grinding out as shown in figure 1. Samples of transparent tubes made of a transparent plastic with an inside diameter of 0.840 inch were obtained, and in the figure are shown the washer and rivet through the body of the steel tube for holding the small sample tubes in the King tube. Unfortunately when it came time to order a supply of the tubes the manufacturers were out of the size required, and white celluloid tubing was substituted. It is believed that transparent tubing would have made it possible to detect breaks in the soil columns and might have permitted the sorting out of samples which gave erratic results.

Considerable difficulty was encountered in securing samples in the field, when the soil was very wet. This was particularly true with the Medford clay adobe and the Willamette silt loam. When the moisture content was slightly below the field capacity no difficulty was encountered. The small difference in inside diameter between the
point and the celluloid tube is necessary in order that the sample may slip inside the tube without too much compacting. With wet and sticky soils it was found helpful to thoroughly wet the inside of the tubes just before taking a sample. Even when this was done it was sometimes necessary to make several attempts before the sample in the tube proved to be approximately as long as the distance the tube had been driven. After the samples were secured one end of the tube was covered with a piece of cheesecloth and the other end closed with a rubber stopper.

EVAPORATION CHAMBER

Figure 2 shows the evaporation chamber used in the experiment. A plywood box 16 by 20 by 39 inches was fitted with galvanized-iron transitions on both ends. At one end the box was connected to another galvanized-iron box used as an air-conditioning chamber, while at the other end a fan was installed in the opening to draw air through the chamber. Inside the main box were racks arranged to hold the sample tubes in a vertical position. The racks, which were 13 inches long were supported by means of solid boards at each end. These boards forced the air to pass through a 4-inch space between the two racks. The upward-flow tubes were held in the lower of the
two boxlike racks with their cloth-covered ends flush with the top of the rack. Similarly the cloth-covered ends of the downward-flow tubes were flush with the bottom of the upper racks. Thus all the tubes were exposed to the current of air in the 4-inch restricted space. Air entered and left the box through a series of holes at each end. It was expected that the air currents would thus be made uniform. Extra space in the chamber was utilized for a thermohygrograph and thermostat.

The current of air drawn through the chamber was heated in a second box by lamp banks or Nichrome resistance wire. The apparatus was set up in the basement where the fluctuations in temperature ordinarily were not very great. There were, however, steam pipes in the room, and the steam in these pipes was cut off over the week ends. Occasionally the resulting drop in temperature was greater than the heating elements in use at the time could overcome. In a few instances, also, the contact on the thermostat stuck, and the temperature in the evaporation chamber ran high. Some cases were noticed when the rate of loss from all tubes would be somewhat low or high depending on whether the temperature was below or above the normal. In the main, however, it was impossible to detect any correlation between these accidental variations in temperature and the rates of loss. In fact, it was not unusual for part of the tubes to show marked increases in rates of loss at the same time others showed a constant or even lower rate.

**STEADY FLOW**

In order to determine when the flow had reached an approximately steady state, the tubes were weighed before and after each addition of water. In some cases all the tubes of a group were weighed, while in other cases only one or two of a group were weighed as indices of the rate of loss. After the index tubes had reached an approximately
steady state of flow, all of the tubes of the group were weighed before and after adding water at intervals during the last 24 hours before breaking down the soil columns. As was to be expected, moist soil samples lost water rapidly at first. The rate of loss dropped off rapidly as the portion of the soil column near the open end dried out. Thereafter, if the rate at which water was added was high the rate of loss increased, sometimes temporarily becoming considerably higher than the rate of addition. In planning the experiment, it was feared that wave motion might be set up in the water flowing through the tubes. It was thought that the soil at the open end of the tubes might dry out more rapidly than the moisture could move up, and that as a result the dry zone would gradually extend back toward the closed end of the tube until soil, moist to the field capacity or above, was encountered. Then the moisture might move forward into the dry soil until the open end was reached, and the drying-out process would then start over again.

Careful consideration led to the conclusion, however, that a condition of dynamic equilibrium would be reached, with the soil at the open end of the tubes just moist enough to cause evaporation to take place as rapidly as moisture was supplied. The moisture-content gradient back of the open end would then be sufficient to move the moisture at the rate of supply, and the moisture content at the closed end would depend on the rate of supply and the length of the tube. This conclusion has been confirmed by the experimental work. Figure 3 shows the rate of loss of water from several tubes filled with a rather coarse beach sand. Each curve shows the average of four tubes. The curve for the 6-inch tubes with the highest rate of flow seems to indicate a tendency toward the wave motion which was feared. In some other cases with the beach sand a similar tendency was observed. However, in most cases with the sand, and in practically every case with undisturbed soils, the conditions illustrated by figure 4 were found.

The data for groups of tubes filled with Willamette silt loam are shown in figure 4. The portion of each curve for the last few hours,
which is separated from the rest of the curve, represents average values for all five tubes in each group instead of the values for the index tubes alone. It will be noted that in each instance the rate of loss approached the rate of addition and became nearly constant at a value close to that at which water was added. This indicates that the rate of flow had become approximately steady before the tubes were broken down. The curves of figure 4 are typical of the curves obtained in these experiments.

SUPPLEMENTARY EXPERIMENTS

MOVEMENT AS VAPOR

In order to determine whether an important part of the movement through the tubes was in the vapor phase, a special group of tubes was set up. In these tubes a break in the soil column was provided by placing two pieces of 30-mesh screen about 1 mm apart at a predetermined point in the column. Breaks were placed at 1 cm from the open end in one group of eight tubes, at 2 cm in a second group, at 4 cm in a third, at 7 cm in a fourth, and a control group was provided without any break. Each group of eight was divided into two subgroups of four. One set of subgroups was supplied with water at the rate of 11 mg per hour and the other set at the rate of 44 mg per hour. All were set with the flow upward because it was feared that the soil on the wet side of the break might become saturated and allow free water to drip across.

The rates of loss from the set receiving 11 mg per hour are shown in figure 5. The data as shown are the averages for the four tubes of each subgroup. The first weighing was made about 12 hours after the tubes were set up and the effect of the breaks was already apparent.

The tubes without a break showed the greatest rate of loss, the tube with 7 cm of soil between the break and the open end lost the second
highest rate, and so on in regular order. The difference between the
groups having breaks 1 and 2 cm from the open end is very small.

As the experiment progressed the curves representing the rate of
loss from the broken soil columns crossed each other in regular
sequence. Before the second weighing the rate of loss from the tubes
with the break 2 cm from the open end became less than that from the
tubes with the break 1 cm from the end. By the end of the third day
the curve of the 4-cm tube had crossed both the 2-cm and the 1-cm
curves. These curves indicate that a rather definite quantity, approxi-
mately 16 mg per hour, of moisture diffused across the break and through
1 cm of soil. Smaller quantities were able to pass through the longer
soil columns. An explanation of the fact that the movement of moisture
through 7 cm of soil appeared to be almost as rapid as through 4 cm ap-
ppeared when the columns were broken down, as will be shown later.

During the first 145 hours the different groups in the set receiving 44
mg per hour acted exactly as did those receiving 11 mg per hour, as
may be seen in figure 6. However, at the end of that time (Apr.1) the
subgroup broken at 7 cm, followed a day or so later, by the 4-cm group,
suddenly began to lose water at an increasing rate. The explanation ap-
ppeared to be that water or moist soil was being forced through the screens
by the pressure set up when the rubber stoppers were seated in the tubes.
Upon breaking down the tubes this explanation was found to be correct.

The average moisture contents of the soil at different distances from
the open end for each subgroup of the 11-mg set are shown in figure 7. The
sharp changes in moisture content at the breaks in the soil columns are
obvious. If the moisture were moving through the soil in the vapor
phase there should be no breaks in the curves, since the movement
of vapor through the open space between the screens would be fully
as rapid and should be more rapid than through the soil. The mois-
ture content just below the screens in every instance was well above
the field capacity, while just above the screen it was much lower in
every case. In the columns broken at 1 and 2 cm the moisture
content just above the screens was well below the wilting point.
It is interesting to note that the portions of all of the curves either to the left or to the right of the break are approximately parallel to each other and to the lower and upper portions respectively of the curve for the unbroken column. These data seem to indicate that moisture distilled across the break in the column and built up a moisture content, or capillary, gradient above that point. It appears to have required a difference of moisture content of 12 to 17 percent to force 8.5 to 12 mg per hour of water in the vapor phase across an open space of about 1 mm. These rates are equivalent to 2.4 and 3.4 mg per square centimeter per hour or 0.69 and 0.97 inch in depth (surface inches) per month. If this is true the movement through the soil pores must be negligible and the conclusion seems justified that the movement of moisture observed in these experiments was predominately, if not exclusively, in liquid form.

The observations on the soil columns receiving water at the rate of 44 mg per hour were not satisfactory because of the forcing of wet soil through the screens. The sub-group broken at 1 cm did not show any of this effect, and its moisture-content-v.-distance curve is very similar to the corresponding curve on figure 7. However, the data of figure 6 indicate that so long as water was compelled to cross the breaks in the vapor phase, the movement corresponded closely with that shown by the set of tubes receiving 11 mg per hour.

**EFFECT OF INTERMITTENT ADDITION**

The method adopted in this experiment required that water be added in batches rather than continuously. At first it was thought that satisfactory results could be secured only if the additions were small and made at very frequent intervals. Since this procedure added greatly to the difficulty of carrying on the work, a special test was made to determine the effect of adding a comparatively large volume of water at one time. A set of 20 tubes containing Newberg clay loam was used. All these samples were taken within a few feet of the same point and at the same depth. Water was added at 12-hour intervals until the rate of loss as indicated by two index tubes became steady and approximately equal to the rate of addition. At
the beginning and end of the last 12-hour period all tubes were weighed and the rate of loss was found to be about equal to the rate of addition. When the tubes were ready 12 drops, approximately 400 mg, of water was added to every tube at as nearly the same time as possible. The first tube was broken down immediately; the next three at 5-minute intervals; the next three at 10-minute intervals; and the others at increasing time intervals, the last tube being broken down 8 hours and 45 minutes after the water was added. It was expected that the added water could be traced through the series of tubes as a sort of wave. However, analysis of the data, both by individual tubes and by groups of four, failed to show any regular progression of a wave of high moisture content through the tubes. In fact, it was impossible, even in the tubes broken down almost immediately after adding the water, to detect the position of the slug of water. In breaking down the tubes the section of soil next the open end was removed first and that at the end where water was added last. It took about 10 minutes to complete one tube, so even in the first tube broken down the water had several minutes to distribute itself through a portion of the soil. These results together with the fact that the rate of loss appears to be only slightly affected by differences of several hours in the length of time between additions of water appear to indicate that adding the water in batches at intervals of 12 hours or less gives practically the same result as would be secured by continuous addition. This is a point that needs more study, however.

RESULTS

RATE OF WATER MOVEMENT

The primary purpose of the experiment was to determine the distance through which water in appreciable quantities can be moved by capillary forces in the range of moisture content between the field capacity and the permanent wilting percentage. It appears possible that eventually a single-valued conductivity factor may be determined for any given soil that can be used to determine the rate of movement for any given set of conditions of temperature, moisture content, direction of flow, etc. Until such a factor and its relation to other conditions has been found we must be content with experimental determinations of the rate of movement under a variety of conditions. The results are shown in table 1. The distance given in column 9 is the distance through which the moisture content fell from the upper to the lower limits shown in columns 6 and 7 while steady capillary flow was taking place at the rate shown in column 8. For example the data of no. 7-a are from the experiment shown in the curve for the unbroken column in figure 7. The moisture content at a point 11.2 cm from the open end after a state of steady flow had become established was 17 percent of the dry weight, while at a point 2.9 cm from the open end the moisture content was 9 percent, the permanent wilting percentage for this soil. The rate of flow was 2.9 mg per square centimeter per hour. This rate of flow, therefore, took place through a distance of 8.3 cm upward under the influence of a drop in moisture content from 17 percent to 9 percent.
TABLE 1.—Distance through which different quantities of water moved in various soil types under the influence of moisture-content differences approximately between the wilting point and the field capacity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Soil type</th>
<th>Depth of sample</th>
<th>Moisture content</th>
<th>Rate of flow</th>
<th>Distance between moisture-content limits</th>
<th>Direction of flow</th>
<th>Tubes</th>
<th>Average temperature</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-a</td>
<td>Dune sand</td>
<td>Inches</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>mg/cm²/hr.</td>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>°F.</td>
<td>6-inch tubes only; all of moisture-content curves above field capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-b</td>
<td>Dune sand</td>
<td>6-12</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-c</td>
<td>Meyer clay adobe</td>
<td>6-12</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-a</td>
<td>Newberg clay loam</td>
<td>14-18</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-b</td>
<td>Newberg clay loam</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-c</td>
<td>Newberg clay loam</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-d</td>
<td>Newberg clay loam</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-e</td>
<td>Meyer clay adobe</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-f</td>
<td>Meyer clay adobe</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-a</td>
<td>Loamy sand (Hermiston)</td>
<td>12-14</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-b</td>
<td>Loamy sand (Hermiston)</td>
<td>14-18</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-c</td>
<td>Loamy sand (Hermiston)</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-d</td>
<td>Loamy sand (Hermiston)</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-e</td>
<td>Loamy sand (Hermiston)</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-f</td>
<td>Loamy sand (Hermiston)</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-a</td>
<td>Meyer clay adobe</td>
<td>12-14</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-b</td>
<td>Meyer clay adobe</td>
<td>14-18</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-c</td>
<td>Meyer clay adobe</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-d</td>
<td>Meyer clay adobe</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-e</td>
<td>Meyer clay adobe</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-f</td>
<td>Meyer clay adobe</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-a</td>
<td>Loamy sand (Hermiston)</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-b</td>
<td>Loamy sand (Hermiston)</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-c</td>
<td>Loamy sand (Hermiston)</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-d</td>
<td>Loamy sand (Hermiston)</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-e</td>
<td>Loamy sand (Hermiston)</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-f</td>
<td>Loamy sand (Hermiston)</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 These values are only approximate.
2 These values were determined by C. S. Schuster on soil samples taken at points very close to the places where the samples used in these experiments were taken.
### Table 1—Distance through which different quantities of water moved in various soil types under the influence of moisture-content differences approximately between the wilting point and the field capacity—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Soil type</th>
<th>Depth of sample</th>
<th>Moisture content</th>
<th>Rate of flow</th>
<th>Distance between moisture-content limits</th>
<th>Direction of flow</th>
<th>Tubes</th>
<th>Average temperature</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wilting point 2</td>
<td>Field capacity 2</td>
<td>Limits of experiments</td>
<td>Rate of flow</td>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>° F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inches</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>mg/cm²/hr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>24-28</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-b</td>
<td></td>
<td>24-28</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-c</td>
<td></td>
<td>24-28</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-d</td>
<td></td>
<td>24-28</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-e</td>
<td></td>
<td>24-28</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-f</td>
<td></td>
<td>24-28</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-g</td>
<td>Willamette silt loam</td>
<td>60-64</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-h</td>
<td></td>
<td>60-64</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-i</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-j</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-k</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-l</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-m</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-n</td>
<td>Willamette silt loam</td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-b</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-c</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-d</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-e</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-f</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-g</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-h</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-i</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-j</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-k</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-l</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-m</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-n</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-o</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-p</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-q</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These values are determined by C. S. Schuster on soil samples taken at points very close to the places where the samples used in these experiments were taken.*
The other data in the table may be interpreted in the same way. Where possible the field capacity and the permanent wilting percentage have been used as the upper and lower limits respectively because this is the range of moisture content of primary importance in plant growth, and it is believed that the data are more trustworthy within this range.

**EFFECT OF SOIL TYPE ON RATE OF FLOW**

The data of table 1 are intended primarily to show the rate of flow of capillary moisture in different soils. So many factors are involved, however, that it is very difficult to determine directly from the table the effect of individual factors on the rate of flow. Figures 8 and 9 clearly indicate the effect of soil type. The curves on these figures are similar to those of figure 7 in that they show the average moisture content of the soil at different distances from the open end in groups of tubes under similar conditions. These curves show that for any given rate of flow of water the moisture-content gradient is steepest at the lowest moisture contents, and becomes less steep as the moisture content increases. There is a decided difference in the moisture-content gradient at any given moisture content for the different soil types represented by the curves in these two figures.

Mechanical analyses of these soils are not available and the soils are classified as mapped in the soil-survey reports. On this basis there are two cases in these two groups where a soil of a finer texture transmits water more readily than one of coarser texture. The Willamette silt loam shows a lower moisture content and flatter moisture-content gradient than does the Chehalis loam with practically the same rate of flow. The Carlton silty clay loam also shows a lower moisture content and flatter gradient than the Newberg clay loam with the same rate of flow. It may be, but probably is not, significant that both the Chehalis and Newberg soils are recent river bottom soils.

Perhaps the most interesting point brought out by this comparison of the rate of movement through different soil types is the very small differences in the rate of capillary flow under similar conditions as compared to the very great differences in rate of flow through satu-
rated soils of the same classes. Figure 10 shows that with practically the same moisture-content gradient between 10 and 22 percent the flow through Meyer clay adobe, Chehalis loam, and Carlton silty clay loam was 3.5, 6.1, and 8.8 mg per square centimeter per hour, respectively.

For two of the soils, the clay adobe and the loam, data are available on the rate of infiltration of water applied at the surface. During the third consecutive hour during which water stood on the surface, the clay adobe absorbed 0.4 inch of water, while the loam absorbed four times as much, or 1.6 inches. Moreover, the rate of infiltration into the clay adobe was rapidly decreasing, and in fact became negligible within a few hours, whereas the movement in the loam appeared to have reached a constant rate.

The ratio of flow under saturated conditions was then 4 to 1 (and eventually much more) in the Chehalis loam as compared to the Meyer clay adobe while under nonsaturated conditions the ratio for the same soils was less than 2 to 1. Specific water-conductivity measurements as defined by Israelsen (26) are not available for these soils. It will be noted on this figure that the rate of flow of the Chehalis loam is less than that of the Carlton silty clay loam, a condition similar to that noted in figures 8 and 9.

**EFFECT OF GRAVITY ON RATE OF FLOW**

Pairs of curves are shown in figure 11 illustrating the difference in the moisture-content gradient for flow upward as compared with flow downward. With each of the three soils illustrated it required 2 percent more difference in the moisture content between the two ends of a soil column 12 cm long to force the water to move upward against the gravitational potential gradient and the frictional resistance than it did to force water downward with gravity but against the same frictional resistance at the same rate. It is hoped that use can be made of this effect of gravity on the rate of flow to evaluate the capillary potential and a conductivity factor in terms of ordinary units of
mass, force, and distance. As has already been stated these data make it possible to plot curves showing the relation between the moisture-content gradient and the rate of flow, both when the capillary-potential gradient and the gravitational potential gradient are opposite and when they work in conjunction.

**MOISTURE-CONTENT GRADIENT FOR DIFFERENT RATES OF FLOW**

The curves of figures 12 and 13 show the differences in the moisture-content gradients at given moisture contents required to force different quantities of water through the soil either upward or downward. The slope of the curves at any given moisture content represents the rate of change, or gradient, of the moisture content at the given moisture content and for the conditions represented by the curve. Thus, if a tangent be drawn to one of the curves at a given moisture content, the difference between the moisture contents indicated by the intersections of this tangent with any two vertical lines representing a distance apart of 1 centimeter will be the rate of change, or gradient, of moisture content in percent per centimeter.

Figure 12 shows that at a moisture content of 18 percent a gradient of 3.2 percent per centimeter is required to force water upward at the rate of 10.7 milligrams per square centimeter per hour, 2.8 percent per centimeter for 8.8 milligrams per square centimeter per hour, 1.7 percent per centimeter for 6.3 milligrams per square centimeter per hour, and only 0.6 percent per centimeter to force water upward at the rate of 4.7 milligrams per square centimeter per hour. Figure 13 shows at the same moisture content a gradient of 1.8 percent per centimeter will force water downward at the rate of 9.1 milligrams per square centimeter per hour, 1.4 percent per centimeter for 7.2 milligrams per square centimeter per hour, and 0.6 percent per centimeter to force water downward at the rate of 5.4 milligrams per square centimeter per hour. The 6-inch tubes used were not long enough to build up a moisture content of 18 percent with a flow of 4.0 milligrams per square centimeter per hour.

From another point of view it may be noted that a moisture-content gradient of 2 percent per centimeter will force 4.0 milligrams per
square centimeter per hour downward through Carlton silty clay loam at a moisture content of 5 percent, 5.4 milligrams per square centimeter per hour at 12 percent, 7.2 milligrams per square centimeter per hour at 16 percent, and 9.1 milligrams per square centimeter per hour at a moisture content of 17 percent.

CONVERSION OF UNITS

The equipment used in these experiments gave data in terms of milligrams per hour through a soil column 0.84 inch in diameter. In table 1 and the moisture-content versus distance curves these data have been converted into terms of milligrams per square centimeter per hour. In considering the field application of the data it may be remembered that 1 milligram per square centimeter per hour is approximately equivalent to 0.00945 inch in depth of water (sometimes called surface inches) per day, or 1 inch in 106 days.

DISCUSSION

These data serve to give some idea of the rate at which water may move through the soil under the influence of differences in moisture content. Table 2 shows the number of days required for 1 inch of water to move from soil at the field capacity through different distances either up or down to soil at the wilting point in several soil types. Movement laterally may reasonably be assumed to be intermediate between the rates in these directions. It will be observed that in the case of the Meyer clay adobe the flow upward appears to be more ready than the flow downward in that only a slightly longer time was required to move an inch of water 2.8 inches upward than to move the same quantity 1.9 inches downward. This case is almost unique in these experiments and probably serves to show the differences in soil samples rather than to prove that the Meyer clay adobe has some strange power to counteract the gravitational field. The results are harder to explain in that the lower part of each of the corresponding curves represents the data from 16 tubes and the upper part from 8 tubes.
Table 2.—Distance through which 1 inch of water will move in a given time through soils of different types from zones at field capacity to zones at the wilting point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil type</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Direction of flow</th>
<th>Soil type</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Direction of flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Days</td>
<td>Inches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Days</td>
<td>Inches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chehalis loam</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>Up.</td>
<td>Loamy sand</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>Down.</td>
<td>Willamette silt loam</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer clay adobe</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Down.</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If it be assumed that the moisture content at the ground surface is at the wilting point and that a few inches below it is at the field capacity the loss by evaporation might become appreciable. For instance with the Willamette silt loam if the soil 3.6 inches below the surface were maintained at the field capacity an inch of water might be lost every 21 days. If the soil 3.3 inches below the surface were maintained halfway between the wilting point and the field capacity it would take 37 days for 1 inch of water to be lost. The conditions of the experiment do not afford direct measurements of the losses through greater distances but from the above data it may be inferred that it would take about 3 months for 1 inch to be lost from Willamette silt loam if the soil a foot below the surface were maintained at the field capacity. Where crops are growing they will, of course, reduce the moisture content well below that point within a week or two after rain or irrigation. These data, then, confirm the general opinion that where field crops are growing and the water table is deep, losses by evaporation of moisture brought to the surface by capillary action are not great.

There appear to be no data available as to the length of roots or root hairs, that are effective in absorbing moisture, in the soil at any one time. Schuster⁴ has found that a soil-tube sample 0.75 inch in

---

⁴ From no. 7/a in table 1 and line 15 on p. 22, 2.9 mg per square centimeter per hour equals 0.027 inch per day.
⁵ Unpublished data.
diameter by 12 inches long which contains 80 to 100 cm of fine roots represents a good root distribution. If all of this root length absorbs water it indicates that, on the average, there is about 1 cm of absorbing root per cubic centimeter of soil. (Root hairs appear to be absent or nearly so on both walnut and pear roots in this area and if present are so short that in effect they only increase the diameter of the absorbing root a millimeter or less. Their influence, therefore, is not considered in the present discussion.)

If it be assumed that only 10 percent of the length of fine roots is water absorbing, that the root zone is 4 feet deep, and that the diameter of the water-absorbing roots is 1 mm the area of water-absorbing root surface per square centimeter of ground surface will be 3.7 square centimeters. On these assumptions and the further assumption that the root distribution is uniform, the maximum distance water would have to move through the soil to the roots would be about 4.5 cm. On the further assumption that the water requirement of a mature tree is 2 acre-inches per acre per week or 0.03 cubic centimeter per square centimeter of ground surface per hour, the flow through the soil adjacent to the absorbing roots would need to be at the rate of 0.008 cubic centimeters, or 8 mg per square centimeter, per hour. The data of table 1 indicate that with most of the soils tested flow at this rate through distances of a few centimeters will take place under the influence of soil-moisture differences roughly between the field capacity and the wilting point.

The flow of moisture toward a root is somewhat analogous to the flow of water toward a well. After a rain or an irrigation the soil mass may be assumed to be wet to the field capacity. Immediately the roots begin to abstract water. At first the water comes from the soil adjacent to the root but very soon a moisture-content, or capillary-potential, gradient is set up and flow toward the root through the soil takes place. As the loss of water continues the sphere of influence about each root expands and in time interferes with the sphere of influence about adjoining roots. The flow toward any root crosses concentric cylindrical surfaces and, therefore, the maximum rate, in volume per unit area per unit of time, occurs adjacent to the root. Assuming a root diameter of 1 mm, the rate of flow 1 cm from the root would be only one-twentieth as great as that at the root. More-
over, part of the supply is always being drawn from the soil near the root and does not need to be forced toward the root from the outer region of the sphere of influence. Taking these factors into account, together with the foregoing assumptions, it seems that the moisture content midway between roots might be well below the field capacity before the rate of flow through the soil toward the roots would become the limiting factor of tree growth. Whether the assumption that 10 percent of the fine roots is water absorbing is even approximately true is unknown so far as the writer can learn.

Admittedly this discussion is based on a number of assumptions and is somewhat speculative. However, it is believed that it throws some light on plant-soil-moisture relations. It is hoped that as the investigation progresses it will be possible to work out this phase more definitely.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

The experiments reported herein were designed to furnish data on the rate at which capillary water will move through various soil types under the influence of gradients in the moisture content.

The importance of these data for the solution of many field and orchard problems is discussed.

Most of the recent pertinent literature in English on the subject is briefly reviewed.

The study was inaugurated with the intent of securing both experimental data on the rate of flow in many soil types and fundamental information on (1) the relation between the moisture content of the soil and the capillary potential, (2) the relation between the capillary-potential gradient and the rate of flow of capillary moisture, and (3) the specific conductivity of the soil for moisture.

Only the first part of the study is reported here, but enough comparisons are shown to give some idea of the principal factors which affect the rate of flow.

For several reasons short, small-diameter soil columns of undisturbed structure were used. A steady state of flow can be secured much more quickly in short than in long tubes. Several duplications of small samples were considered more trustworthy than one or two larger samples. Detailed data for different depths in the soil profile were desired. The ease of securing samples at considerable depth with the King soil tube was an important consideration.

The experiment consisted of setting up series of soil columns exposed to the evaporating influence of an air current at one end and adding water at predetermined rates at the other end. When a state of steady flow was secured the soil columns were broken down and moisture content of each short transverse section was determined.

That approximately steady flow had been attained was determined by weighing the tubes before and after adding water each time and plotting up the rate of loss. When the rate of loss became and continued approximately uniform and equal to the rate of addition it was evident that dynamic equilibrium had been reached.

It was found that a very small portion of the water could be moving through the moist soil in the vapor phase. Only 8 to 12 mg per hour of water crossed a screened space of about 1 mm in these tubes. If no more than that quantity of water will cross a practically open space it seems impossible that any appreciable quantity would pass through the pores of the soil.
Ideally, the water should be added to the soil column in this experiment continuously rather than intermittently. A series of tests indicate that the addition of comparatively large quantities of water at 12-hour intervals did not seriously distort the data.

The distances through which water flowed at different rates under the influence of certain differences in moisture content at the two ends of the soil columns in a number of soil types and at different depths are tabulated.

Because of the large number of factors involved it is difficult to make direct comparisons from the tabulated values and a number of comparisons are presented graphically.

Curves showing the moisture content throughout the length of soil columns of different soil types when moisture was flowing through them at the same rate are shown. These curves show that, in general, the finer textured soils will not transmit capillary water as readily as will coarser textured soils. They show that for steady flow in any particular case the moisture-content gradient is always steeper as the moisture content becomes less.

The difference in the ability of different fine-textured soils to transmit capillary moisture as compared with coarse-textured soils is much less than the corresponding difference in the ability of similar soils to transmit moisture under saturated conditions.

The effect of the gravitational field on the moisture-content gradient required to force capillary water through the soil is shown graphically. With each of three soils represented it required about 2 percent more difference in moisture content at the ends of 12-cm columns to drive water upward than downward.

For one soil, moisture-content-versus-distance curves are shown for four different rates of flow both upward and downward. These curves show graphically the different moisture-content gradients required at various moisture contents to force different quantities of capillary water through the soil.

These data show that between approximately the field capacity and the wilting point the several soil types will transmit 1 inch of water through 1 to 4 inches in 8 to 20 days.

From these data it is obvious that with differences in moisture content between the field capacity and the wilting point water in sufficient quantities to support crops could be raised a few inches from a moist subsoil, but only a few inches. Examination of the curves shows that most of the movement takes place at moisture contents well above the wilting point.

Losses by evaporation at the soil surface of water moved upward by capillary action are not great.

The portion of the soil mass midway between absorbing roots might be well below the field capacity but still well above the wilting point before the movement of moisture through the soil would become the limiting factor in tree or fruit growth.

At moisture contents below the wilting point the moisture-content gradient is extremely steep for the rates of flow used in this experiment.

The different opinions noted earlier in the bulletin on the importance of capillary flow are reconciled. At high relative moisture contents and with low rates of flow water may move through considerable distances. At low relative moisture contents the distance through which moisture will move is very small.
RATE OF FLOW OF CAPILLARY MOISTURE
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